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Media Mediumship: Analyzing Spirit Communication 

Lauren Thibodeau & Susan B. Barnes 

 Spirit communication, or message mediumship, is experiencing increased popularity through televi-

sion programs, bringing it to its widest audiences ever. These days, though few media mediums identify as 

Spiritualists, their presentation styles in message mediumship recall the heyday of Spiritualism in the early- to 

mid-1900s. Additionally it is well documented that seeking to communicate with spirit beings is a longstand-

ing tradition across many cultures, as Leonard (2005) notes in his book, based on his doctoral research: 

The roots of Spiritualism, though, go back much further than the 19th century, all the way back 

to ancient times. Indigenous peoples from all cultures felt a need to attempt communication 

with spirits not of this world. (p. xv). 

 As Brown noted in 1991, divination is one of 67 cultural universals found throughout human history 

and unique to humans, but many universals do not fall neatly into one or another of these conventional realms, 

but cut across them. Additionally, although all human cultures develop music, not all members of a particular 

culture are themselves musicians. In the same way, mediumship can be understood as an aspect of the cultural 

universal of divination, as well as two others: Beliefs about Death and Death/Rituals/Mourning (Brown, 

1991). Although, relatively few people in any culture openly practice mediumship, it does not take away from 

the universality of the practice. If anything, the popular interest in mediumship is reflected in the growing 

number of broadcast and streaming media programs about it. The topic of mediumship is now available to mil-

lions of viewers 

    The opportunity to study this widespread practice is obtainable today in ways it has never been before. 

What may be considered a game-changer in understanding and evaluating today’s mediumship is the availabil-

ity of examples provided by the above-noted television and streaming media programs dedicated to it. Since 

the first episode of Beyond with James Van Praagh aired in September, 2002, television programs about medi-

ums and psychics have proliferated in the United States. YouTube has further enhanced this effect by provid-

ing old and new videos showing mediums from a wide range of backgrounds, religions, and cultures. A search 
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in YouTube on the phrase “psychic medium reading” was conducted on March 25, 2017. The results were 

3,310 hits. Searches on the terms “spiritualist medium” returned 1,150 hits and “psychic medium” received 

120,000. Thus, video clips featuring contemporary and historical mediums with both Spiritual and psychic 

identifications are freely available through the Internet. Moreover, subscription services such as Hulu and Net-

Flix provide additional access to programs showing mediums at work. 

   This creates an opportunity to access the content and delivery of public messages presented by a range 

of mediums, as well as to begin the process of determining what spirit communication looks like. Many medi-

ums, including several contemporary media mediums, openly admit that they have had little or no formal train-

ing. Others argue their natural affinity and/or interest in mediumship is sufficient practice. But as with any nat-

ural talent, such as musical or artistic talent, the talent for mediumship benefits from critical evaluation and 

ongoing practice and training. The Spiritualist National Union (SNU) and the National Spiritualist Association 

of Churches (NSAC) provide training and testing for mediums.  

 Admittedly, Spiritualist mediumship training is difficult to come by, unless one has access to a Spiritu-

alist camp or church, or is amenable to online training, which itself has limitations. Thus, the lack of training 

among some mediums, both media and non-media, should not necessarily be considered a deliberate choice. It 

is more likely that the interest in mediumship far outstrips the availability of good training, particularly if a 

prospective student does not wish to work with adherents of Spiritualism. 

   In addition to the lack of consistently available training, persistent charges of fraudulence in the prac-

tice of mediumship further strengthen the argument that standards for spirit communication are needed, even 

in the context of the debunkers, the extreme element of (usually self-described) skeptical observers. Therefore, 

it should be noted that each of the six mediums studied has faced charges of fraudulence in some form, gener-

ally online in journalistic (not scholarly) articles, blogs by skeptics and debunkers, and resultant social media 

comments. Typically media mediums are accused of cold reading, “which consists of a number of discrete and 

independent strategies (including inter alia fishing, Barnum reading, and hot reading)” (Roe & Roxburgh, 

2013, p. 177). In other words, the medium tosses out statements that many among the gathered potential recipi-

ents could accept, or asks the recipient what X means to them. Another method is “hot reading,” in which the 

medium relies on being fed information in some fashion prior to presenting it as part of their message. In the 

public message, the information is said to be received from a spiritual communicator or deceased individual 

when it actually came from the recipient of the message (Shermer, 2001). 

    In the case of Monica Ten-Kate, the most recent media medium of those evaluated in this study, within 

48 hours of the initial broadcast of Monica the Medium, she was being accused of fraud at the website BadPsy-

chics.com, founded in 2005, which also includes three other mediums from this study--Theresa Caputo, Tony 

Stockwell and Lisa Williams--on its “Big BadPsychics (sic) List” (BadPsychics.com, 2015). John Edward 

(McGee) also has faced a barrage of criticism since his television program first aired; the assertions typically 

contend that production staff members or “plants” have gathered information for hot readings (Phelps et. al., 

2014). Similar assertions have been in popular media made about Theresa Caputo, Lisa Williams and Tony 

Stockwell. The sixth studied medium, Gordon Higginson, who died in 1993, was accused of hot reading in 

1976, having been alone in a room at a Bristol, England church at which he was soon to present, and within 

which, it was alleged, he could have gathered addresses and other details of those present in the audience. The 

case went to court, and Higginson was acquitted in 1978 (Hunter, 2011). Dozens of websites similar to 

BadPsychic.com also focus on allegations of fraud among media mediums, but none seems to have been able 

to document those allegations beyond the reports of (usually anonymous) audience members or former staff 

members of the programs in which the mediums are featured. 

   One notable exception is a story by a journalist about Theresa Caputo, The Long Island Medium. Fran-

chi stated that she had been to mediums before attending a public message service by Caputo, and was ap-
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proaching the event with an open mind. The lack of detail presented by Caputo clearly irked Franchi, who in-

cluded this in her report: “(Caputo) seemed annoyed when a woman answered the question about a ‘father-

figure’ with the fact that he was her uncle. It’s your uncle. That’s a father-figure, Caputo dismissed. ‘Same 

thing’” (Franchi, 2014). 

   Although this study is based on examples of six media mediums at work, observed in five instances 

each, the authors in no way wish to undermine their work. Indeed, their willingness to be as public as they are 

in a culture with an apparent laser-like focus on debunking their efforts is to be affirmed. Given that spirit 

communication exists across cultures and throughout history as a human universal, demonstrates its robustness 

and resiliency as a cultural communication norm (Brown, 1991). It is hoped this initial study will lead to the 

development of evaluation and research standards for spirit communication work by mediums, both those in 

the media and those less well known. 

  

Background 

 

   Mediumship in many forms is considered to date far back into human history, as has been noted. Pre-

senting information through mediumship is a topic that has been researched, however, the focus has not been 

on the message process itself. Typically, studies have focused on the ability of the message recipient to identi-

fy a particular reading from among a selection of transcribed readings. As these are private mediumship read-

ings, even when a proxy sitter is involved as part of the research protocol, the readings are much longer than 

communications presented in message mediumship.  

 Mediumship research falls under the category of parapsychology (Schoch & Yonavjak, 2008; Woffitt, 

2007). “Historically, mediumship (the practice or actions of mediums, especially in séances and similar set-

tings) has been quite important in the development of psychical research and parapsychology” (Schoch & Yo-

navajk, 2008, p. 32). In the past, “researchers were required to document the medium’s utterances, then try to 

ascertain the accuracy of the messages” (Watt, 2016, p. 65). In this study, language was recorded on videotape 

for analysis. Additionally, the video documented the responses of respondents (pathos) as well as the messages 

(logos). The reaction of the recipients tended to indicate whether or not the information was accurate or not. 

 From a parapsychology perspective, mediumship research has been conducted using both qualitative 

(Cunningham, 2012; Kruth, 2015; Roxburgh & Roe, 2013) and quantitative (Beischel, 2015; Beischel & 

Schwartz, 2007; Randall, 2001) methods. Mediumship research generally falls into the following categories: 

mediumship in cultural contexts (Africa [Green, 1989], Brazil [Krippner & Friedman, 2010], China [Clart. 

2003], Vietnam [Salemink, 2014]); mediumship and mental health (Alvarado, 2014; Maraldi, Machado, & 

Zangari, 2010); death and deceased communication (Beischel, 2015; Kelly, 2010; O’Keeffe & Wiseman, 

2005; Walliss, 2001), historical mediumship (Braude, 2001; Doyle, 1975; Natale, 2016) and mediumship read-

ings (Evrard, 2016; Roe & Roxburgh, 2013; Wooffitt & Gilbert, 2008). Of these topics, mediumship readings 

are relevant to this study because they examine public mediumship message work. Of all these articles, the 

most relevant is Evrard (2016). He examined the language of one medium through YouTube videos. YouTube 

now provides examples of mediumistic work, which creates an opportunity for other researchers to view the 

same source material. In contrast to other scholarly work on mediumship, this study examined the characteris-

tics of spirit communication in a mediated context. 

   Historically, modern mediumship was considered to have begun in 1848 with the Fox Sisters in the 

United States. This evolved into the religion of Spiritualism and numerous churches were formed in the United 

States, Canada, and England. Although a number of independent churches exist around the world, two of the 

largest contemporary Spiritualist organizations are the National Spiritualist Association of Churches (NSAC) 

of the United States and the Spiritualist National Union (SNU) of Great Britain. 
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 Spiritualism is “a faith based on belief in the continuity of life beyond physical death” (Barkowitz & 

Romaine, 2003, p. 316). It is a triune system, which includes science, philosophy, and religion. This article fo-

cuses on the philosophy underlying Spiritualism and does not engage in a discussion of it as a religion or sci-

ence. As a philosophy, mediumship can be compared to other traditions outside Spiritualism, such as ancient 

and modern oracular traditions, certain shamanic practices, and the Tibetan Buddhist Kuten-la. Doyle (1975) 

argued: “Spiritualism is a system of thought and knowledge which can be reconciled with any religion” (p. 

247). In this study, the mediums come from Spiritualist and Christian traditions. 

  In the Spiritualist tradition, spirit communication with deceased loved ones occurs through the process of me-

diumship. According to the National Spiritualist Association of Churches (2004), a medium is “one whose or-

ganism is sensitive to vibrations from the Spirit World and through whose instrumentality, intelligences in that 

world are able to convey messages and produce the phenomena of Spiritualism” (p. 2). Another definition 

states: “as the process by which a medium establishes a contact with an entity in the spirit world and communi-

cates with that entity” (Vanden Eynden, 2011, p. 6). Thus, mediums bridge the communication gap between 

the spiritual and physical worlds. 

   Mediumship exists broadly across a number of cultural and historical traditions. “There has been no 

time in recorded history of the world where there was not traces found of supernatural phenomenon and recog-

nition of it from humanity” (Leonard, 2005, p. 41). Generally, it is practiced in both public and private set-

tings. This analysis will use public message mediumship as popularized by Crossing Over with John Edward, 

Lisa Williams: Life Among the Dead, The Long Island Medium with Theresa Caputo, and most recently, Mon-

ica the Medium with Monica Ten-Kate. Additionally YouTube videos of British mediums Gordon Higginson 

and Tony Stockwell were also examined. Each of these examples occurred in a public environment. However, 

some clips were more heavily edited than others. 

 The basic premise of today's popular form of spirit communication is that a medium conveys a message 

from a departed individual. The process involves deliberately shifting the medium's rate of vibration: the indi-

vidual attains “a psychic state wherein their normal powers are expanded and exalted and this remains true 

even though the medium may be unconscious of what is said or done” (Boddington, 1947, p. 214). It is similar 

to tuning into a radio station. Some tuners have greater reach and more clarity. The medium links with a spirit 

communicator and then presents the message. Thus, the medium is a conduit for communicating a message 

rather than the vehicle for creating it. “Possession of the faculty merely implies an ability to penetrate earthly 

rates of vibration or atmospheres more easily than those who are not so gifted” (p. 300). A medium is on a dif-

ferent wavelength than most people and the medium receives his or her information from spiritual communica-

tion. Thus, a medium believes his or her communication act has three components—spirit message, medium as 

communication channel, and receiver of the message. In this process, the medium is receiving information 

from a source outside of their conscious self. For this reason, a medium may not remember the spirit commu-

nication that channels through them because the message is not part of their conscious memory. 

   In contrast, psychics work from a vibration emanating from the receipt and a spiritual link is not neces-

sary in the process. As a result, psychic communication has two components—medium and message receiver. 

The psychic attunes his or her awareness to the client and receives the information from said client. Vanden 

Eynden (2011) stated: “A psychic picks up her impressions through ESP, or extrasensory perception” (p. 5). A 

psychic may also use telepathy or a mind-to-mind link with the recipient of the message. Thus, psychics are a 

vehicle for interpreting impressions and symbols, rather than communicating with a spirit link, as mediums 

purport to do. During this process, message recipients may inadvertently convey information about their de-

ceased relatives because it is in the recipients' awareness. For this reason, the work of mediums and psychics is 

often confused. 
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   Additionally, the terms “psychic” and “medium” are often used interchangeably, although they are not 

synonymous forms of communication. Popular broadcast and streaming programs such as Monica the Medium 

(which first aired August 25, 2015 on the ABC Family channel and featured 21-year-old college student and 

developing medium Monica Ten-Kate) further confuse these terms. Monica the Medium aired a second season 

in 2016 (Petski, 2015).  

 This paper presents evaluative techniques to discern when spirit communication is occurring, reviews 

segments of the programs to identify when mediumship is taking place, examines the mediation effect on me-

diumship, and offers suggestions for identifying spiritual messages. The mediums in all of the clips are public-

ly presenting themselves, which allows the authors to use broadly available examples of public “message me-

diumship” as the basis of a modern case study. The authors' primary focus for developing the instrument was 

to discern a spiritual message from a psychic one, and to better understand the mediumship process in a medi-

ated context. Researchers, television producers, and the general public often confuse a mediumistic versus psy-

chic message in their descriptions of mediumship. This has been occurring since the 1930’s, when Boddington 

(1938/1995) stated: 

Psychic development has but little spiritual value unless it is used to comfort the bereaved and 

prove spiritual verities. A Voodooist can be as capable a medium as a saint, but the former will 

appeal to base instincts, while the influence of the saint will be uplifting in addition to proving 

psychic powers. The highest form of intellectual expression will combine psychic unfoldment 

with spiritual development. (p. 190) 

 Santoshan (2008) defines psychic communication as “the ability to know things without the aid of the 

physical senses” (p. 131). In contrast, he defines mediumship as “the ability to see, hear, or feel spirit personal-

ities that no longer have a physical existence” (p. 128). Griffen (2009) defines the two types of receiving infor-

mation in the following way: “one is when the mind of the psychic is influenced by the mind of someone else 

in a physical body” (p. l43). Psychic communication is also called mind-to-mind communication. The other “is 

when someone in a spirit body is able to influence the brain of the medium directly” (p. 144). Thus, these are 

two separate acts of communication.  

 This instrument was designed to identify accurate information about a spirit personality along with the 

spiritual nature of the message. These two characteristics can help to distinguish a mediumistic from a psychic 

reading. To date, the authors have found that applied research does not tend to make a distinction between a 

medium and a psychic. Moreover Glyn Edwards (2012) argues, some “believe that mediumship is a spiritual 

gift, separate from the psychic aspect” (p. 39). This view would generally be supported by Spiritualist philoso-

phy, such as Boddington (1938/1995) previously stated. 

 Developing the skill set to be a medium requires practice and training. Berkowitz and Romaine (2003) 

contended, “Being a good medium requires a blend of psychical skill, book knowledge, and practice” (p. 116). 

Mediums need to know how to handle situations in both the physical and spiritual worlds. More important, 

they need to communicate uplifting information. 

 

Theoretical Model 

 

   Public mediumship also called “gallery readings” relies on a number of communication theories and 

concepts, including non-verbal communication, gendered communication and rhetoric. Nonverbal communica-

tion is “communication without words; communication by means of space, gestures, facial expressions, touch-

ing, vocal variation, and silence” (DeVito, 2004, p. 364). Gendered communication examines the different 

ways in which men and women communicate. Deborah Tannen (1990) describes the differences as report-talk 

versus rapport-talk. She argued that men are more comfortable doing public speaking, while women prefer pri-
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vate settings. As a result, men tend to report information and women prefer private conversations that help to 

build relationships.  

 Originally rhetoric was used to evaluate public speaking. Today, rhetorical analysis is commonly used 

in media and visual communication research (Barnes, 2011; Foss, 2005). However a difference between medi-

umship and traditional communication concepts is that although primarily extemporaneous in nature, the es-

sence of the communication comes from a spirit entity and is expressed through the medium. Thus, the actual 

message information comes from the spirit and the message bearer is the medium. The content of the message 

is presented to a recipient. Thus it is a triune process involving spirit information/communicator, message 

bearer, and receiver. 

 The three-part nature of mediumship can be compared to a traditional rhetorical model. According to 

Aristotle (2013), rhetoric is the art of persuasion and it was originally used to describe oral communication. 

The three aspects of Rhetoric are Ethos (speaker), Pathos (audience), and Logos (argument). Ethos is the 

source’s credibility or the character of the speaker. Pathos is the audience and how they receive the message. 

Logos is the nature of the message being presented by the speaker to the audience. In mediumship, the Spirit 

presents the information because “proof or evidence is essential for a persuasive presentation” (Barnes, 2011, 

p. 142). The Spirit information must appeal to the logical mind and be identified by the recipient.  

  The medium or message bearer receives input and influence from the message communicator (spirit) and 

conveys that information to the message recipient. Logos/(spirit message information), pathos/(message recipi-

ent), and ethos (speaker) together create a triune system of spirit communication.  

   Ethos can be placed into two categories: Extrinsic (observable [or primarily objective]) and intrinsic 

(personality [or primarily subjective]). Extrinsic ethos is more complicated in a mediumistic model because it 

should relate to the spirit information and how the person (message recipient) feels about the spiritual message 

being conveyed through the vehicle of the medium. However, perceptions about the medium can also influ-

ence impressions and reactions to and/or trust in the veracity of his or her mediumistic messages. Many people 

believe that a highly paid medium is preferable to a student medium or an actively developing one. However, 

students and developing mediums can and often do bring forth messages equally as moving as experts.  

 In mediumship, the logos should focus on the nature and distinctly differentiating aspects of the de-

ceased communicator information. The medium brings through information both through extrinsic and intrin-

sic behavior. The medium is aware that words are being said, even if there is no retention of the information 

after the message is spoken. In contrast, the medium may also bring unconscious messages in the form of non-

verbal gestures sometimes referred to as automisms. Often during a one-to-one private sitting or reading the 

spirit personality will impress some of his or her mannerisms onto the medium. This can take the form of hand 

gestures, touching parts of the body, demonstration of movements that were known to be associated with the 

spirit communicator, such as, mimicking use of equipment or tools, or other idiosyncratic movements. 

  Extrinsic and intrinsic behavior is also explained by Goffman (1959), who used a drama metaphor to describe 

social situations. His use of the idea that people both “give” and “give off” information relate to these two 

terms. People use different kinds of sign activity when they interact: “expressions that he gives, and the ex-

pression he "gives off” (p. 2). Verbal symbols are used to provide deliberate clues to others, which is extrinsic 

expression. In contrast, nonverbal cues give off information, which can be unconsciously communicated.  

 From a mediumship perspective, the verbal words and conscious actions are extrinsic. The unintention-

al nonverbal gestures are intrinsic. For instance, during mediumistic message work, typically presented before 

a dozen to perhaps several hundred potential message recipients, demonstration or "platform" mediums may 

not be consciously aware of the gestures they are presenting as part of the message. At times these movements 

relate to the spirit information or spirit communicator. Typically they reflect to the recipient an aspect of the 

communicator's life. Examples are the movements of a factory worker who used a drill press, a woman who 
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embroidered or knitted, or a person noted for their skill in dancing. The recipient may acknowledge that a cer-

tain series of movements or gestures reminds them of a specific departed loved one. 

   In mediumship, the extrinsic and intrinsic information being represented is presented in order to 

demonstrate that a specific identifiable spirit person is providing the information. The more evidence of the 

deceased personality presented, the more skillful the medium. The purpose of mediumship in the Spiritualist 

tradition is to provide proof of the continuity of life through spirit communication. 

  As noted above, mediums and psychics differ. Thus, a major challenge in this type of research is how the 

message bearer on both psychic and mediumistic levels receives extrinsic information. Often the difference 

between these levels is the subject of the information itself. For example, evidence about a past relative tends 

to be mediumistic. In contrast, information about the person’s romantic life tends to be psychic. Some medi-

ums are aware when they move from psychic attentiveness to mediumistic awareness, while others typically 

those who are less experienced or who lack formal training are not. Indeed, learning these differences is a criti-

cal element of effective mediumship training. 

 A skillful medium also receives and conveys intrinsic information, including distinctive gestures, man-

nerisms, or habits of speech. To complicate matters, at times the medium may not realize that he or she is com-

municating intrinsic information because he or she is not aware of his or her gestures or nonverbal manner-

isms. In this study attention is paid to both intrinsic and extrinsic information conveyed. The degree to which 

the message bearer or medium permits the spirit communication to influence his or her speech, gestures, 

thoughts, and impressions depends upon many factors. Ego strength, give and take, and message flow, can in-

fluence a medium’s work. Notable fluidity develops as mediums become more experienced. The fluid flow of 

information appears to be a stream of consciousness versus a more halting, stop-and-start, hesitant pattern. 

People who hesitate when serving as message bearers may be going back and forth between the spirit commu-

nication and their own thoughts. The better the medium, the more fluidly the message bearer presents the in-

formation to the identified recipient. 

   However when using video clips, the media also needs to be considered. For instance fluidity of a mes-

sage may be interrupted through editing. Instead of depicting a full message, editing can cut and paste seg-

ments together to create a disjointed one. McLuhan (1964), reminded us that media influence the message 

making process. They have an impact on what is being communicated. Following in the steps of McLuhan, 

Postman (1985) contended that all information shown on television has a commercial aspect. The role of tele-

vision is to entertain rather than inform viewers. Thus, the media itself needs to be considered within this 

study. 

 

Methodology: Instrument Development 

 

   An evaluation instrument was developed and implemented to examine 30 media clips featuring six dif-

ferent mediums. Thibodeau first created the basis of the evaluative instrument as a mediumship teaching aid in 

July, 2015. A key feature of the instrument was to distinguish a mediumistic message with spirit communica-

tion. Together the authors then extended the instrument into an evaluative tool to support the rhetorical theory 

used in this study. The study was conducted from September to December, 2015. The authors created a total of 

16 questions, three each for 4 of the 8 (12) evaluative parameters, and one for four of the parameters (4). 

Twelve of the questions were designed to reward mediums for stating information without using cold reading 

techniques (logos). One question, “rewarding,” was based on recipient’s reactions and nonverbal cues. Moreo-

ver, their reactions to agreeing or disagreeing with the information were taken into account (pathos). The re-

maining three questions were based on ethos or the presentation style of the medium. These questions also 
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considered the emotional nature of the message. The Ranking was on a Likert scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high), 

comprising a total of 80 possible points, which would represent 100% success on all 16 parameters.  

   The authors achieved 100% inter-coder reliability and need to test the instrument with a different set of 

coders. The consensus is attributed to similar mediumship training and their joint development of the instru-

ment. Their clear understanding of the meaning of each of the 16 evaluation questions along with questions 

having objective answers was also a factor. For example, how many recipients did the medium approach be-

fore the message was understood. Coders would tend to agree on the answer because it was an observable act.  

 Both investigators have been formally trained in British and American styles of mediumship. In addi-

tion they have witnessed, conservatively, at least 15,000 live examples of message mediumship over the past 

few decades. The message mediumship of thousands of mediums was observed in public demonstrations at 

Spiritualist camps, Spiritualist churches, workshops, development circles and training programs in North 

America, the United Kingdom, and parts of Western Europe. Most of the mediums were American, British or 

Canadian, but the authors have witnessed mediums from South Africa, Italy, Spain, France, Belgium, Den-

mark, Finland, Iceland, the Netherlands, Germany, Ireland, Australia, and other nations. The message work 

was typically presented in English, although occasionally interpreters were used. The majority of mediums 

witnessed were female. That one-half of the mediums evaluated in this study were male results from the fact 

that more “media mediums” have been (and continue to be) male, despite the preponderance of females in 

modern mediumship. 

 Differences occur between the American and British styles of mediumship. Typically, American-

trained mediums tend to provide fewer details of the communicating spirit at first, often asking questions of 

the recipient (considered “cold reading”) (Shermer, 2001). Once the communicating spirit has been accepted, 

the American-trained medium generally will present more information. In contrast, British-trained mediums 

tend to offer more details up front; often continuing to present details even after the message recipient has ac-

cepted the connection. British trained mediums are taught to give all information first and not ask questions. 

Moreover, some of them seek total acceptance of a message, where almost 100% of the information is under-

stood by the recipient.1 

   Another stylistic difference is that American-trained mediums tend to select a recipient from among a 

group, and then present a message directly to that individual. In contrast, British-trained mediums tend to de-

velop a “link” with the communicating spirit, and work together with the group of recipients to identify whom 

the message is meant for. Detractors consider this process to be a “cold reading.”  

 Cold reading is the method of deliberately presenting information that many in an audience could ac-

cept, given that the larger the number of potential recipients, the more likely even an unusual detail would be 

accepted (Shermer, 2001). While the authors cannot say that the mediums in this study deliberately used “cold 

reading” tactics, they witnessed presentation of material while conducting the study that could be viewed 

through that lens. For example, question number two in the instrument asked: “Did the medium ask the intend-

ed recipient questions?” The scale ranged from “no questions asked” to “more than one question asked of mes-

sage recipient.” In between clarifying questions were considered along with whether or not the information 

was presented before or after asking the question.  

 In Spiritualist training the information must always be presented before the question to avoid “cold 

reading” techniques. Far too many mediums that the authors have witnessed, both within and outside of this 

study, ask questions rather than present declarative statements, or provide vague statements (e.g., “a motherly 

figure”) rather than specific ones (e.g., “your paternal grandmother”). Higher points were awarded to mediums 

that did not ask questions and provided specific facts.  

 Stating rather than asking for information was considered under the topic of “richly detailed.” Question 

four asked: “Did the message bearer provide detailed information?” The scale ranged from “message bearer 
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provided three or more pieces of detailed information” to “message bearer provides no information before ask-

ing for verification.” Mediums were ranked higher for providing detailed information. 

 The topic of recognized, shifts the focus away from the medium and on to the recipient. Question eight 

stated: “Was the message bearer’s message content quickly understood/accepted?” For five points the answer 

was “Yes” and the message recipient acted supportive to the medium. At one point on the scale the answer was 

“no.” The recipient did not seem to understand the information.  

 The relevancy of the message being delivered was also considered. Question eleven asked “Was mes-

sage bearer able to provide context that tied the message details to the message recipient’s current life circum-

stances? In other words, did the medium provide helpful information for the recipient? Often in spirit commu-

nication, the information presented about the deceased loved one relates to the message being communicated. 

For instance, “your father was a practical man and he worked hard all his life.” The message might be, “your 

working too hard right now, don’t worry about all the practical things in your life, take time to relax.”  

 There are two parts to a spiritual message. The evidence of survival or information about the departed 

loved one and the personal message for the recipient. Spiritualists believe that loved ones don’t come forward 

from the Spirit world unless they have something to say. Relevance questions address the message part of the 

spirit communication, rather than the evidential information.   

 Rewarding evaluated the emotional response of the recipient. The reward was from the point-of-view 

of the recipient and how they reacted to the message. Did the recipient appear to understand the message, did 

they cry, or not show any emotion. Degrees of the recipient’s emotional response were considered in this cate-

gory. 

 A final section on the instrument examined the communication style of the medium. A key factor in 

this section was the use of language. In mediumship training3, spirit communication generally speaks in the 

third person, to acknowledge the presence of the spirit and the medium. When a medium is using their own 

mind, they tend to speak in the first person. First person language is a sign that psychic communication is tak-

ing place, rather than spirit communication because the medium is using their conscious mind. This was ad-

dressed in question 15: “Self/Other attribution: message bearer does not use “I” but presents content as from 

deceased communicator.” This question helps to identify the difference between spirit and psychic communi-

cation.  

 When evaluating video clips of mediums in this study, the authors were not concerned with order of the 

content, or the need to follow the instrument in sequence. However, the authors note that during the scoring 

process, there was a significant sequential order found in most of the messages that matched the order of the 

original “Five R’s. Combining the theoretical model with the instrument questions, demonstrated the rhetorical 

nature of public mediumship and helped to identify spirit communication.  

 

Methodology: Sample Selection 

 

   The authors searched for video clips of “media mediums” to conduct the study. This resulted in five 

clips each of six different mediums, for a total sample of 30 clips. Five of the mediums were contemporary and 

one was deceased. This allowed the authors to examine current and pre-reality television era (e.g., pre-2002) 

mediumistic communication. All video clips were selected using convince sampling. Four sets of clips were 

selected from Hulu and Amazon streaming services; two sets of clips were selected from YouTube. All clips 

were available free of charge, except for the two program episodes of The Long Island Medium with Theresa 

Caputo. These episodes were about $3 (US) each, and five clips were selected. 

   In addition to Caputo, the other mediums studied were Monica Ten-Kate (Monica the Medium), John 

Edward (McGree) (Crossing Over with John Edward), Lisa Williams (Life Among the Dead with Lisa Wil-
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liams), Tony Stockwell and Gordon Higginson. Caputo, Edwards and Ten-Kate are all Americans with Catho-

lic backgrounds. Williams was born in England but now resides in the United States. Stockwell is British, as 

was Higginson, who died in 1993. Both Stockwell and Higginson have Spiritualist backgrounds and are or 

were members of the Spiritualist National Union (SNU). Both were awarded SNU certificates. Williams has 

stated she was exposed to British Spiritualism dating to her teenage years, as well as within her extended fami-

ly. Today, she has a home in a Spiritualist camp. The final sample resulted in three American-born mediums 

and three British-born mediums, ranging in age (at the time of the video clips) from 21 (Ten-Kate) to mid-70s 

(Higginson). 

  Situations in which the mediums were shown presenting short messages to a group were selected, ra-

ther than one-on-one private sittings. As Ten-Kate’s program, Monica the Medium, is one of the latest entries 

in this programming arena. (Tyler Henry the “Hollywood Medium” began airing after the study was complete 

and he conducted private rather than public message sessions.) The authors selected clips from the first epi-

sode, as well as the fifth episode, to allow for changes over time. The authors also selected clips from the first 

and fifth episodes of Caputo’s program, The Long Island Medium, to be as comparable as possible to Ten-

Kate’s clips. As Williams’ and Edwards’ programs are no longer in production, the authors were not able to 

select the first and fifth episodes of those programs, so selected examples of message mediumship from availa-

ble archived episodes. Medium Tony Stockwell has participated in television programs in the U.K. For this 

study; examples of his work were selected from public television demonstrations found on YouTube. Exam-

ples of medium Gordon Higginson’s work also were from public demonstrations, though unlike Stockwell’s, 

his were in British Spiritualist church settings. Clips of both Stockwell and Higginson were unedited examples 

of their work. Availability sampling precluded finding unedited material featuring “media mediums” Caputo, 

Edwards, Ten-Kate, and Williams; only clips from their respective television programs were found at the time 

the study was conducted. 

 All video clips were evaluated using the 16 items in the scale. Both investigators conducted coding at 

the same time as they watched the clips. This process occurred over a period of several months. The five clips 

of one medium were coded and then the five clips of the next were done until the process was complete. 

 

Return 

 

  The following codes were used to identify the six mediums evaluated in this study, as well as their nationali-

ties and religious backgrounds.  

 
Figure 1: Identification Codes of Mediums, Their Nationalities, and Their Early Religious Backgrounds 
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 A review of the six mediums, using mean scores on the 16-item assessment instrument for each of the 

five video clips suggests a wide range of variability, as shown in Figure 5. For each of the 16 items, n = 30 as 

all six mediums were rated on 5 clips each using the assessment instrument. 

 
Figure 2: 16 Assessment Instrument Item Means, with Associated Critical Elements 

 

   British mediums Tony Stockwell (TS) and Gordon Higginson (GH) were the most consistent across the 

clips reviewed. British-born medium Lisa Williams (LW) showed the greatest variability in scores on the as-

sessment instrument, and scored the lowest of all 30 clips studied, at 1.69 out of a possible 5.0 (equates to 

33.8%). These three mediums all have strong Spiritualist ties. In comparison, the three American-born medi-

ums studied, who all have Catholic backgrounds, scored far lower than their British counterparts, although 

John Edward (JE) demonstrated the least variability among these three, which may be a reflection of his longer 

career in “media mediumship” compared to Theresa Caputo (TS) and Monica Ten-Kate (MTK). 

   Results from the evaluation of all six mediums on a total of 30 video clips of “gallery style” spirit com-

munication indicated that, overall, the mediums were strongest in the single-question category of Rewarding 

(item 13; mean = 4.5 of 5 maximum; equates to 90%). The researchers assessed the element of messages being 

Rewarding by viewing the reactions of the message recipients. Editing by production staff of the various tele-

vision programs of five of the six mediums may have eliminated some content that may have led the research-

ers to score the mediums lower in this area. However, this is outside the ability of the researchers to determine, 

as availability sampling was used. Thus, excluding Stockwell and Higginsons’ video clips, only edited material 

was studied, which could be influenced by the entertainment nature of television. 

   The element of the “Five Rs” where the mediums faltered most was in the area of Richly Detailed 

(items 4, 5, 6; aggregate mean of 3.18 of 5 maximum; equates to 63.6%). The “cold reading” critique that me-

diums do not provide adequate detail in their message work was upheld by the evaluation instrument devel-

oped for this study. Evaluating the mediums as a group on each of the “Five Rs” and the three Message Deliv-

ery questions, allowed the authors to isolate each of these factors, and compare the six mediums on each of 

those elements. Figure 3 documents the results of the three-item section of the evaluation instrument for the 

key factor of “Rightly Placed” as it relates to effective spirit communication. On this factor, British mediums 
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Tony Stockwell and Gordon Higginson scored highest among the six mediums evaluated, but Right Placement 

of messages was the lowest of the six key factors evaluated in this study for Higginson and Stockwell, because 

they do not directly locate the recipient. Additionally, the other four mediums were not successful in properly 

placing their messages quickly; all four scored lower than Higginson and Stockwell. This is in contrast to the 

observed style of face-to-face American mediumship and indicates that mediated mediumship may not depict 

the process accurately. 

 
Figure 3: Rightly Placed: 6 Mediums Ranked on 3-Item Section 

 

   Figure 4 presents the results of the six mediums in the second of the “Five Rs” in the authors’ model of 

effective message work, Richly Detailed.  

 
Figure 4: Richly Detailed: 6 Mediums Ranked on 3-Item Section 

 

   In this category, the British mediums Higginson and Stockwell again scored the highest among the me-

diums studied. Theresa Caputo, of The Long Island Medium, scored the lowest. Second-lowest was John Ed-

ward. One reason that the two most seasoned American “media mediums” scored fifth and sixth of six medi-

ums studied may include production editing. Some details may have been edited out, perhaps in order to focus 

more on the reactions of the message recipients. Highly emotional moments in which message recipients are 
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visibly moved by message mediumship, is a characteristic featured in television editing. The authors consider 

this a critical weakness of modern media mediumship because emotional reactions tend to be more telegenic 

than a string of evidential details, which describe a spirit personality. As the authors had no access to lengthier 

versions of the message work examples of Theresa Caputo and John Edward, no conclusions may be drawn 

about whether editing impacted the results. The impact of editing on message work needs to be examined in 

the future. 

 A third critical element of solid spirit communication, used in this study, is that the recipient readily 

recognizes the message. More specific, unique details make clear recognition of the purportedly communi-

cating decedent far easier. Better education on both the part of mediums presenting messages, and those on the 

receiving end of those communications, would also enhance message mediumship. Recipients would be far 

less likely to, for example accept “a motherly presence” as sufficiently detailed to lead to acceptance of a mes-

sage by a “recognized” communicator.  

 
Figure 5: Recognized: 6 Mediums Ranked on 3-Item Section 

 

   On this element, British mediums Higginson and Stockwell scored highest among the six mediums 

studied. Monica Ten-Kate , who was 21 when her program Monica the Medium began airing, was the highest 

scoring American medium on the critical element of Recognized. Theresa Caputo ranked sixth of the six, as 

she did on the element of Richly Detailed.  

   The fourth of the “Five Rs” or critical elements in effective mediumship message work focuses on 

whether the communicated message is Relevant, whether it connects to the message recipient’s current circum-

stance in some way. Spirit communication may be richly detailed, with a recognized communicator via the 

medium, and not be Relevant. An example would be a message that is focused on past events, rather than pre-

sent circumstances. Such information as “your father shows me that you keep a black-and-white framed photo 

picture of you sitting on his knee on the fireplace mantle,” is detailed, and conveys information that is helpful 

in placing the identity of the communicator (Recognition). However, it is not necessarily relevant to the recipi-

ent’s current circumstance. Such information is more properly categorized in the critical element of Richly De-

tailed. Relevance therefore should bring present circumstances into focus, through spirit communication. In 

other words, Rich Detail leads to Recognition, after which a spiritual message moves into a different phase, 

that of Relevance. 
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   Here, too the British mediums Higginson and Stockwell scored highest among the sample of six medi-

ums, each being evaluated on five messages each. Third was Lisa Williams. Notably, all three of these medi-

ums have the longest and strongest ties to Spiritualism. 

 
Figure 6: Relevant: 6 Mediums Ranked on 3-Item Section 

 

   The fifth critical factor, last of the “Five Rs” of good message mediumship is Rewarding, a single ques-

tion in the assessment instrument. This is the most subjective factor in the study, as the authors could only 

watch the reactions of the message recipients, rather than speak to them about whether they felt the message 

received was rewarding, and in what ways. The mediums performed better in this category with Theresa Ca-

puto scoring high with Tony Stockwell. Lowest was John Edwards. However, editing techniques could influ-

ence these scores. The editors selected scenes in which Caputo’s recipients were crying, which indicates a 

strong emotional reaction. 

 
Figure 7: Rewarding: 6 Mediums Ranked on 1-Item Section 

 

   Another element evaluated in this study was Message Delivery. This item has less to do with the con-

tent of the message, focusing more on stylistic elements of presentation. Message delivery was an indication of 

how the ethos of the speaker was examined. These questions were primarily focused on extrinsic factors, such 
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as language use. In this arena, all six mediums did fairly well, although again, Higginson and Stockwell scored 

highest, as they did in all six critical elements considered. Lowest among the six mediums evaluated was Mon-

ica Ten-Kate, the least experienced of the group. 

 
Figure 8: Message Delivery: Ranked as a 3-Item Section on the medium’s message delivery.  

 

Discussion 

 

 Overall, the results suggested that those mediums that were exposed to Spiritualist teachings presented 

spirit communication more effectively, both in content and delivery. The authors also note that the highest 

scoring mediums were British born. Under the topic of message delivery, males should rank higher than wom-

en because of gender communication styles. Males tend to be more direct and less personalized. This trend 

held true for the male British mediums, however not for the American. The third ranking medium was also 

British suggesting that a cultural influence could be a factor here.  

 Nonverbal communication played a role in the Rewarding scoring. The nonverbal reactions of the mes-

sage recipients indicated acceptance or rejection of the information. In cases when the recipient began to cry, 

this was an indication that the message resonated on an emotional level. When examining the work of medi-

ums all of these various communication factors need to be considered. 

 Additionally, scoring discrepancies were also noted between highly edited and non-edited clips, which 

indicate that edited versions of mediumship may not depict the process accurately. For instance, Craig Hamil-

ton-Parker, a well known British medium, (2016) stated: “The new mediums I'd seen on the most recent US 

networks had brought the quality of mediumship and its presentation down very low” (p. 42). The influence of 

editing on the message delivery process needs to be examined further. A benefit of identifying spirit communi-

cation is that researchers may be able to establish criteria for identifying subjects for studies. Moreover, after-

life research studies need to know whether a person is expressing spirit or psychic messages. Mediumistic 

messages come from departed loved ones, while psychic messages come from interpretations in the mind of 

the medium. Thus, psychic information is not evidence of the afterlife. 

 Researchers, mediums and message recipients can use the instrument. The instrument identifies specif-

ic areas to help understand mediumship itself and create common standards to recognize spirit communication. 

Additionally, it will provide message recipients with evaluation criteria for better understanding spiritual mes-

sages. Making people more knowledgeable about mediumship will help others to distinguish a spirit communi-
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cation from a mind-to-mind one. Moreover, it will help to culturally define the meaning of “mediumship” for 

researchers and the general public. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 Edited television programs may not be the best method of representing mediumship and Spirit commu-

nication because the continuity of the communication is disrupted. It can create a halt and stop pattern similar 

to messages presented by less experienced mediums. Mediumship is a cultural phenomenon and media medi-

ums help to set the cultural notions of the practice, which may not be shown accurately by media producers. 

Moreover, the standards of mediumship presented in television video do not necessary reflect that of Spiritual-

ist-based training. Spirit communication is a cultural universal and as such, it will always be part of contempo-

rary society. It exists as a form of human communication, and to study it in a structured manner may lead to 

better methods to understand its impact on individuals and culture.  

 

Recommendations 

 

   As this is a first study, and relies primarily upon edited video clips for examination, the authors contend 

that further studies are needed, particularly studies that focus on unedited video of mediums at work. Also, the 

instrument needs to be tested with mediums working in face-to-face situations. The authors suggest that the 

instrument developed for this preliminary study requires validation across larger studies and with additional 

coders. Future studies of spirit communication by mediums who are not in the media are indicated, as perhaps 

the effects of being a “media medium” is itself a factor, as the vast majority of mediums are not public figures. 

Future research could also test individuals identifying themselves as Spiritualist Mediums against Psychic Me-

diums to understand the similarities and differences between these self- designations. Moreover, it would fur-

ther test the finding that Spiritualist training produces mediums that present stronger and more evidential spirit 

communication. 

 

Notes:  

 

1. Based on the teaching methods used by the Spiritualist National Union International (SNUi) 

2. Barnes is a tutor for the Spiritualist National Union and was trained in this method at the Arthur Findlay 

College. 

3. The training refers to advanced mediumship education taught at the Arthur Findlay College.  
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Exceptional Experiences of Healers:   

A Survey of Healing Touch Practitioners and Students 

Margaret M. Moga 

 

Abstract 

 

Exceptional experiences of healers include unusual sensate phenomena, such as images, bodily feelings and 

sounds, as well as contact with nonphysical beings and other dimensions. In this study I examine the excep-

tional experiences of students and practitioners of Healing Touch, an energy-based biofield therapy, using a 

new survey instrument, the Healer Experience Scale (HES). HES was administered to a convenience sample of 

HT practitioners and students (n=183). The major finding was that HT practitioners and students feel unusual 

tactile sensations more often than other sensations, such as visual or auditory, during healing sessions. The ma-

jority of respondents “often” feel areas of heaviness, prickly sensations, and/or warmth while moving their 

hands through the client’s biofield. The most common visual experience was of “light filling” the client’s body 

or “light dissolving” something within the client’s biofield. Many participants (22% of students; 39% of practi-

tioners) reported seeing and/or interacting with nonphysical beings. As preliminary validation of the HES, I 

compared the responses of the two groups, which showed strong covariance (Pearson’s coefficient = 0.9118), 

but the frequency of reported experiences was significantly lower among students as compared to practitioners 

(p< 0.05). By paying attention to preconscious material, such as mental imagery and subtle bodily sensations, 

healers and students may develop experiential skill in detecting weak sensory and extrasensory cues.   

 

Keywords: biofield, energy healing, tactile sensation, presence of spirit, healer training  

 

 Healers are found in all cultural traditions, as represented by shaman, spiritual healers and medicine 

men, with modern-day counterparts, such as energy healers and biofield practitioners, found in complementary 

and integrative medicine (Krippner, 1988; Benor, 2001). Many healers believe that some type of energy is in-

volved in the healing process (Irwin, 1994), hence the growing acceptance of ‘energy-based healing’ modali-

ties, such as Reiki, Healing Touch and QiGong (Wisneski and Anderson, 2009; Levin, 2011). Exceptional ex-

periences have long been associated with healing, occurring in both healers and healees (Krippner and Achter-

berg, 2000; Benor, 2001). Examples of exceptional experiences would include “seeing auras” or lights around 

a client’s body, interacting with spiritual Guides, and miraculous recoveries. Such strange and unusual experi-

ences are common among gifted healers, but are largely unstudied by the academic community, in part due to 

the complexity of the healing process, which bridges the fields of medicine, physics, psychology and parapsy-

chology (Heath, 2003; Dossey, 2008).  

 Recent studies of energy-based healing have sought to organize the diverse healer experiences into var-

ious schema and conceptual frameworks (Warber et al., 2004; Helmsley et al., 2006; Engebretson and Wardell, 

2012). In interviews with healers, Warber et al. (2004) used a grounded theory approach to identify major 

themes and dimensions in the practice of energy healing. One of the major themes in the interview transcripts 

was, “Experience of Energy”, namely, the healer’s experience of energy healing through their five ordinary 

senses and extrasensory perception. Healers often report unusual tactile sensations, such as heat, cold, pulsa-

tions, tingling, or prickliness in their hands or a sensation of a “current” within their body (Cooperstein, 1992; 

Engebretson, 1996; Benor, 2001). In another recent study, Engebretson and Wardell (2012) categorize healer 

experiences based on three domains: circumstances, manifestation and interpretation. Within ‘manifestation’, 
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they include healer experiences involving “sensate phenomena” (e.g., images, sounds, odors), “embodiment” 

awareness (e.g., visual, tactile, kinesthesia), “noetic” awareness (inner knowing), and “symbolic” (e.g., en-

counters with discarnate beings).  These conceptual frameworks are a step forward, but what is lacking is 

knowledge of how widespread these phenomena are. How often do these experiences occur? Are some experi-

ences more common than others?  

 In the present study, I use a new survey instrument, the Healer Experience Scale (HES), to examine the 

types and prevalence of sensory and extrasensory experiences among Healing Touch practitioners and students 

during their practice of Healing Touch (HT), an energy-based, biofield therapy. HT education and training is 

standardized, creating a comparable pool of healers from which to study. There are 5 levels of classes: Levels 

1 through 3 are considered HT students; Level 4 are HT apprentices, and completion of Level 5 is HT practi-

tioner. With additional practice, training and documentation, practitioners may become Certified or HT in-

structors. As preliminary validation of the Healer Experience Scale, I compare student and practitioner re-

sponses, based on the comparable training but different levels of experience in the two groups. 

 

Methods 

 

 Study design. A cross-sectional design was used to determine the types and prevalence of sensory and 

exceptional experiences among HT practitioners and students. The design of the study was approved by the 

Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis Institutional Review Board (IRB#1501320432). 

 Recruitment. Participants were recruited through ads in Healing Touch newsletters and Energy Maga-

zine, and through emails to Healing Touch groups. Potential participants were directed to a website with infor-

mation about the study and a hyperlink to the survey.   

 Survey instrument. The HES inventory contains both open-ended (qualitative) and close-ended (semi-

quantitative, Likert scale) questions about the experiences of participants during their practice of Healing 

Touch, plus demographic questions regarding the training and practice of the participant. The HES was devel-

oped based on the HT experiences of the author, who completed HT training (Level 5), and on published ac-

counts of healer experiences (for review, Benor, 2001).  

In the HES, questions regarding the practitioner’s experiences are grouped by sensation: tactile, visual, audito-

ry, olfactory/gustatory, energy movement, and energy release. Close-ended items that ask respondents the fre-

quency with which they have had particular experiences have response items: “Never”, “Rarely”, 

“Sometimes”, “Often” and “All the time”. The responses are assigned points on a Likert scale, ranging from 

one (“Never”) to five (“All the time”). Open-ended items are labeled optional, and provide the respondent with 

the opportunity to describe any unusual experience in their own words.  

 Procedure. The questionnaire was administered as an online survey compiled using Qualtrics TM Sur-

vey Software (Qualtrics Labs Inc., Provo, UT; see http://www.qualtrics.com). Participants completed the sur-

vey at a time of their choosing on their own computers. The stated aim of the study was to examine, “the sen-

sory (e.g., visual, auditory, touch) and out-of-ordinary experiences of Healing Touch practitioners during their 

practice of Healing Touch”, with the long-term goal of determining, “whether energy medicine practitioners 

have enhanced perception of subtle, but measurable, environmental fields”.  To be eligible for the study, indi-

viduals had to be 18 years or older, had to have completed one or more HT courses and/or be certified as a HT 

practitioner or instructor, and had specified HT as their primary practice of energy healing. The responses of 

individuals not meeting these criteria were excluded from analysis. Participation was anonymous and volun-

tary, with withdrawal from the study permitted at any time. The Qualtrics software automatically prevented 

participants from taking the survey more than once. Recruitment was terminated after 5 months. 

 Analysis. Descriptive statistics were used to explore the sample profile and the Likert scores for each 

item. Pearson’s correlation and Students’ t-test were used to test any significant association/differences on the 

item mean scores among the two groups: practitioner (HT level 5 and above) and student (HT levels 1 – 4). 
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Data was analyzed using Microsoft EXCEL and the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 

22.0. Significance was set at p < 0.05.  

 

Results 

 

 Profile of Participants. The survey response rate was 89% (183/205). The survey was completed by a 

convenience sample of 183 individuals (161 female, 9 male, 13 unspecified). The ages of the participants 

ranged from 25 – 80 years-old, with a mean age of 58. Participants were located in 8 countries, including the 

U.S., Canada, Australia, the Netherlands, Ireland, Sweden, Mexico and Chile, with the majority located in the 

U.S. (90%) and Canada (6%). In the U.S., respondents were located in 37 different states, with concentrations 

in Minnesota (n=26), Illinois (n=22), California (n=18), Virginia (n=12), Missouri (n=8) and North Carolina 

(n=8). 

 The majority of respondents (60%) had completed Level 5 training in Healing Touch, with 43% certi-

fied as HT practitioners and 9% as HT instructors. Of the remainder, 25% were Levels 1 – 3 Healing Touch 

students and 15% were Level 4 HT apprentices. The years of HT practice, and HT hours practiced per month, 

reported by participants was evenly distributed overall (Table 1). The majority (75%) of HT students (Levels 1 

– 4) reported only 0 – 5 years of HT practice, whereas 77% of HT practitioners (Level 5 and above) reported 6 

or more years of HT practice. A student-practitioner difference was also noted in the number of HT hours 

practiced per month, with 77% of HT students reporting 0 – 10 hours, and 56% of HT practitioners reporting 

more than 11 hours per month. 

 Participant responses on the HES. The mean Likert responses for the different types of exceptional 

experiences reported by students and practitioners are listed in Table 1. In the text, student responses are listed 

first within parentheses.  

 Visual experiences. The most common visual experiences were: seeing the client’s biofield or aura 

(2.29/2.68), seeing spiritual Guides or discarnate beings (2.18/2.71), and seeing light either dissolving some-

thing in the client’s body or filling the biofield (2.17/2.75). “Seeing” included both everyday eyesight, as well 

as mental images within the “mind’s eye”. Less commonly observed were brief light flashes (1.99/2.34) and 

seeing light entering the body (e.g., through a chakra) (1.84/2.13). Energetic structures such as the midline 

chakras and meridians (e.g., acupuncture) were rarely seen (1.62/1.74). 

 In their written descriptions of exceptional visual experiences, the HT practitioners and students em-

phasized the visual imagery which they receive during healing sessions, particularly “lots of images related to 

the client’s life”. For example, one practitioner saw a clear image of ballet shoes during a Healing Touch ses-

sion, which was meaningful for her client, who had taken ballet as a child and loved it. Another practitioner 

saw an image of, “an elderly man carrying what appeared to be a hobo’s nap sack”. After the session, the cli-

ent shared a story of her father related to the image. Other mental images reported were “scenes in nature”, 

“symbolic animals”, and symbolic images of a client’s symptoms. Practitioners also reported “seeing” non-

physical Guides, angels and other spiritual beings, as well as deceased and living relatives of the client. For 

example, a healer reported seeing a nonphysical being, “in my peripheral vision…I noticed a silhouette to my 

right…I could tell his height and build, but not see his face…He answered …to my mind [that] his name was 

John”.     

 Seeing “different colors” during Healing Touch was reported by a number of healers in their written 

descriptions. As one healer noted, “I often “see” colors within a client’s field, sometimes for a short period, 

sometimes for an extended period. Sometimes the colors change and/or move.” Another healer reported, 

“Colors and shapes will often appear in areas of energy disturbance”. Some visual experiences involved phe-

nomena not covered in the questionnaire, including seeing “orbs” or sparkles, “blue light streaming from the 

fingertips”, “waves” of energy similar to heat waves rising from hot objects, and dark energies/shadows mov-

ing off of clients or out of their bodies.  
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 Auditory experiences. The most common auditory experience was a telepathic conversation with a 

Guide or other nonphysical being (2.20/2.99). Some healers seem to actually hear voices, described by one 

healer as a “disembodied voice”. Other healers report that, “I don’t actually ‘hear’ it…It is more like an intui-

tive thought”. The content of the communications is generally of two kinds, either instructions of what tech-

niques the healer should use during the client’s session, or messages to be given to the client. For one healer, 

messages to be shared are musical, as she reports, “I hear songs in my mind’s ear which when sung to the cli-

ent have a cathartic effect, they cry and release.”   

 Other types of auditory experiences were less frequently reported, such as hearing unusual sounds 

(2.00/2.31) or a telepathic conversation with the client (1.89/2.29). Despite their low prevalence, a great varie-

ty of unusual sounds were reported by the healers, including, “crackling energy sounds”, humming and buzz-

ing, music, singing, birds, bells/chimes, mumbling/whispers, and “tonal frequencies”. These sounds were lo-

calized to the particular healing session and not due to an external source. For example, in a Healing Touch 

class, a student heard a woman and birds singing along with the music playing in the background. After the 

session, she discovered that her fellow students had not heard the woman or birds singing; they had only heard 

instrumental music playing in the room. Sometimes both healer and client heard the sound. For example, 

“while holding…a client’s heart chakra, I heard a ‘pop’ which sounded like a balloon…exploding. The client 

also heard this and opened her eyes and asked what that was!”  

Telepathic conversations with clients were uncommon, but were significant for both healer and client. For ex-

ample, one client heard the healer ask her inwardly if she, the healer, could remove a blockage due to a trau-

ma. The client remembers answering in her mind, “yes, it may be removed”.  

One HES question addressed whether the student/practitioner could create sound through their fingertips while 

giving Healing Touch. Only 14% of students/practitioners reported being able to create sound through their 

fingertips during the Healing Touch intervention/technique called “Ultrasound” (1.71/1.79). 

 Olfactory/gustatory experiences. Unusual smells and tastes during Healing Touch were reported as rare 

or infrequent (1.79/2.22), but the unusual nature of these sensations prompted many healers to share their most 

exceptional experiences. Typically both healer and client smelled the odor during the healing session, with 

some healers experiencing both taste and smell.  

The olfactory/gustatory experiences described most often involved smells and odors associated with deceased 

relatives/pets of the client. For example, “once I smelled burning car tires – the client’s mother [deceased] had 

worked at a tire factory.” Other unusual odors related to deceased relatives/pets were: “dog shampoo smell” of 

a client’s deceased dog, “suitcase smell” of a client’s deceased grandmother who visited often, “cherry pipe 

tobacco” smoked by a client’s recently deceased cousin who often helped relatives in need, and “sawdust 

smell” associated with a client’s father who was a carpenter. These experiences were interpreted by healer/

client as the presence of the deceased loved one in the room during the healing session.  

 Unpleasant odors, “the smell of something rotten”, “acrid sour”, “stale” or “smoke”, were noted when 

healers were clearing “very dense energies” from the client’s biofield. Despite the unpleasantness, one healer 

reported, “I know I’m done with an intervention when the smell goes away.” Similarly, “the longer I work on 

a client, the taste and/or smell dissipates”. Several healers noted that, “cancer has a smell”, and that it is “an 

unpleasant smell somewhat like feces”. If a client has a health history of chemotherapy or anesthesia, the heal-

er may sometimes smell/taste these drugs. For example, “I could smell a heavy metal anesthesia smell after 

doing a Magnetic Clearing on an older person”.  

 Pleasant odors such as flower smells and perfumes were also reported: “I’ve smelled roses many 

times”, “flowers often”, and “strong perfumes when nobody was wearing perfume”. The circumstances under 

which these smells occurred was not reported. One exception, “I smelled a beautiful scent (indescribable) 

while working on a client who passed away shortly afterward”.  

 Touch/tactile experiences. Touch/tactile sensations were the most frequently reported exceptional ex-

perience. Healers noted that these sensations occur, 1) when they move their hands through the client’s bio-
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field, 2) when they place their hands lightly on the body of the client, and 3) within their own body during the 

session.  The most common touch sensations included: a feeling of heaviness or congestion (3.32/3.44), a 

prickly sensation (3.38/3.36), warmth or heat in their hands (3.58/3.77), and vibrations/pulsations (3.22/3.51). 

Less common experiences were painful pricks in their hands (2.21/2.70), a feeling of dust or grit in the bio-

field (1.77/2.27), and a pressure sensation (2.82/3.23). A feeling of coolness or cold was experienced more of-

ten by HT practitioners than by HT students (1.75/3.43). A majority of practitioners/students (87%) 

“sometimes”, “often” or “all the time” feel a sensation of warmth in their heart area (3.23/3.49) when they 

practice Healing Touch with a client.  

 In their written accounts, the HT students and practitioners described a great variety of touch sensa-

tions, as summed up by one healer, “all kinds of sensations, all the time. Electrical, static sensations. Bubbles. 

Effervesce. Like my hand is over the top of a glass of soda. Rolling waves of all amplitudes. Vibrations.” Sev-

eral healers noted electrical or static sensations, such as, “an electric current surrounding my hands and mov-

ing up to my elbows”, “I have received an occasional shock, like a static charge”, and, “felt like an electrified 

brillo pad as my hands passed over the area of the [laser-treated] tumor”. Another commonly reported sensa-

tion was, “cool air leaks”, “energy leaks” or “leaks where a wound needs to be closed. For example, “I was 7 

to 8 ft from her body and felt air coming out like a tire that was deflating”.  

 Tactile experiences described as “pressure” typically involved either a pulling/pressing down upon sen-

sation, as in, “a feeling of being pulled into the client”, “a very heavy pressure to hold her cheeks” or a push-

ing away feeling, for example, “feel a pushing [away] from the chakra as it becomes more balanced”. Feelings 

of heaviness or congestion were noted around, “clogged areas” or in areas with energy “blockage”. Dense are-

as in the biofield were experienced by some healers as, “stickiness”. For example, “while doing Magnetic 

Clearing through a client’s field who had just had chemotherapy, my fingers felt like they had sticky bread 

dough on them & were very heavy”. Another example, “I felt a sensation of pulling a thick, sticky mucous off 

of a patient [who was] having trouble clearing their lungs”.  When clients had areas of physical pain, healers 

described feeling, “a zap of pain”, “pricks”, “bumps” or “bubbles” while moving their hands through that area. 

On rare occasions, healers felt sharp objects in the biofield, such as a, “feeling of broken glass when passing 

my hands over a client with advanced lung disease”.   

 Energy moving and release. Two sets of questions addressed, 1) how the healer sensed ‘energy mov-

ing’ and 2) how they knew that an emotional or energetic ‘release’ had occurred. A majority of HT practition-

ers and students sensed that energy was moving when their hands became warm and/or tingling (4.32/4.35). 

During a healing session, healers also felt energy or ‘energy moving’ through their body (3.33/3.38) and/or 

through their head (2.69/2.81). Some healers felt energy moving up through their feet or legs (2.61/2.90), or 

their hands trembled as ‘energy moved’ through them (2.19/2.73). A sensation of light entering their body 

(2.88/3.21) or their client’s body was another sign of ‘energy moving’. On occasion, some healers felt their 

client’s symptoms (2.45/2.64). For example, “I have felt uncomfortable sensations in my body related to the 

client’s symptoms – stomach ache, backache – which dissipate as the session progresses.” 

 HT practitioners often have an ‘inner knowing’ when an energetic release has occurred in a session 

(3.19/3.97). They also note visible changes in their client indicating an energetic release, such as: facial chang-

es (3.35/3.89), a change in the client’s breathing pattern (3.46/3.95) and/or twitching/jerking or other move-

ment of the client’s body (3.10/3.55). For example, during a release “the client will take a deep breath and the 

whole body relaxes upon exhale”. Additional signs that a client has had a release include: deep sighs, tears and 

crying, coughing, twitching or jerking of limbs, and softening/relaxing of the face. There may be, “an intense 

look on client’s face, then shift in expression. A stillness – like zero-point feel permeating from the client.”  

Some healers feel the release in the environment (2.99/3.05) or within their own body (2.54/2.72). Healers de-

scribe feeling a release as, “a rush of energy releasing in my body” and “a sense of heaviness in myself when a 

big energetic or emotional release is building up” which dissipates after the release. A flash of light as an indi-

cator of an energetic release is an infrequent experience (1.73/1.87). “I saw a flash of light and felt a “release”; 
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at virtually the same time I saw my client’s legs spasm.” 

 Preliminary validation of the HES. As preliminary validation of the HES, we compared the Likert 

responses of the two groups, namely, HT practitioners and HT students, both with similar training but different 

levels of experience. In this comparison, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 0.9118, implying a strong 

degree of correlation between the two groups. In general, the Pearson’s moment-correlation ranges from -1 to 

1, with the value of 1 implying a perfect linear relationship between X and Y. A student’s t-test comparing the 

Likert responses of practitioners and students showed a significant difference (p < 0.05). Thus, practitioners 

and students reported similar experiences (Pearson’s = 0.9118), but the frequency of individual experiences 

was significantly higher in practitioners as compared to students (t-test, p < 0.05).  

  

Discussion 

 

 Hidden aspects of healer abilities. Some recent studies and reviews (e.g., Benor, 2001; Wardell and 

Engebretson, 2006; Engebretson and Wardell, 2012; Anderson et al., 2016) have emphasized healer experienc-

es as predominantly “spiritual” or “holistic”, while carefully minimizing any “extrasensory” or “paranormal” 

aspect. My goal in the present phenomenological study was simply to document the wide variety of unusual 

sensations experienced by healers during healing sessions, and to get some idea of the prevalence of particular 

experiences. With such an open framework, the overall picture of healer experiences seems more like “High 

Sense Perception” (as defined by healer/researcher Barbara Brennan, 1987) and “expanded consciousness”, 

rather than “spiritual” per se, although this may be a result of the particular questions in this survey. Evans 

(1993) makes the case that the human spiritual dimension has both spiritual (e.g., mystical/unitive) and para-

normal (e.g., unusual energies) aspects. In the present study, I use, “exceptional”, as a more neutral, global 

term (White, 1997). “Exceptional” includes both mystical/unitive and psychic experiences, and may better re-

flect the wide-range of healer experience. In a similar vein, Murphy (1992) coined the term, “metanormal” for 

experiences that went beyond ordinary, everyday life. The widespread nature of exceptional/metanormal expe-

riences is evident in the many disciplines and areas of human culture where they have been reported, including 

healing (Benor, 2001), religious rituals and gatherings (Murphy, 1992; Poloma, 2003), folklore (White, 1997), 

meditation and mindful practice (Austin, 1998), shamanic journeying (Harner, 2013), classroom teaching 

(Bache, 2008), Nature (Marshall, 2005), and sport/athletics (Murphy, 1992; Coffey, 2008). What ‘triggers’ 

these kinds of experiences? Murphy (1992) notes that they typically arise during activities involving mindful-

ness, conscious intentionality, and/or caring for others. These elements are present in the practice of Healing 

Touch (Kagel et al., 2014), so it is not surprising that exceptional experiences and metanormal capacities ap-

pear during this work.  

 Some exceptional experiences were reported “often” by HT practitioners and/or students, including: 

touch sensations of heat, heaviness and vibration; communications/contact with spiritual guides; and using 

Light to fill areas or dissolve blocks in the client’s body/biofield. Despite their everyday occurrence, there is 

little, if any, mention of specific healer experiences on HT websites or in HT books. In HT classes, exceptional 

experiences are only discussed if a student asks about or shares one of their own experiences. There are sever-

al reasons for this: One, HT class instructors do not want to influence students with their own experiences. As 

part of the HT ethos, they emphasize, “Make no comparisons”. Two, exceptional experiences are considered 

to be “siddhis”, a side-effect of healing practice, and like their counterparts in Hinduism and Buddhism, the 

student is advised to “do the work”, and not focus on any supernatural abilities or talents. And three, Healing 

Touch, like other biofield therapies, strives to be accepted in the medical mainstream. Public discussion of any 

healer “psychic abilities” would be problematic in the current cultural milieu. In articles geared to the HT stu-

dent (e.g., Kagel et al., 2014), the practice of HT is carefully framed in everyday terms like “using one’s intui-

tion”, observing the body language of the client, and paying attention to sensations in one’s hands. Students 

are instructed to feel the dimensions and qualities of the client’s biofield, and to use a pendulum to check the 
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chakra energy centers. For details regarding these techniques, they are directed to non-HT books, such as 

Brennan (1987). With so much hidden, it was not until I reached the Level 5 class that I began to understand 

the real importance of exceptional experiences. To prepare for this class, HT students are required to do a min-

imum of 100 1-hour HT sessions with different clients. In the write-ups of these sessions, students include 

their “energetic findings”, that is, any unusual perceptions or sensations they experienced during the session. 

 When I presented my write-ups at Level 5, the instructors gave positive feedback on the cases where I 

had had a significant exceptional experience or extrasensory perception. For example, in a multi-session case 

with a client who presented with recurring depression, I saw in my mind’s eye an energetic structure like a 

small octopus attached to the top of the client’s head. This entity, possibly a persistent thought-form, was diffi-

cult to remove, and I detailed my efforts to do so in the write-up, resulting in a “Nice!” sticky note attached to 

this case by one of the instructors. Thus, I discovered that exceptional experiences are an indication of healer 

development and ability – not the goal of HT, but nevertheless, a sign that the student is learning and experi-

encing. This is also evident in the present results, where HT practitioners report more frequent exceptional ex-

periences than HT students.  

 Imagery in healing. There are aspects of the healer experience not touched on in this survey. For ex-

ample, in my practice as a healer, I found that imagery can often trigger an exceptional experience. The image-

ry in the HT 6th Level Intervention is particularly powerful, and involves “reaching up for the light...and then 

let it flow down…into the central brain area of your patient” (Brennan, 1987). During this intervention, I hold 

my hands together above the third eye of the client, creating a hole with my hands, and then imagine a column 

of white light moving down through this hole into the third eye and head of the client and spreading through-

out their body and field. In one case, involving a woman with an extensive rash of shingles, my imaginary 

white light suddenly changed to green. It was a powerful flow of green light into her field, which was beyond 

what I had imagined and, at a conscious level, I did not know this color was needed. In many other cases, my 

imaginary white light would “illuminate” dark areas and shamanic intrusions that needed to be cleared and/or 

removed. As an example of a shamanic intrusion, I “saw” two pieces of twisted metal, like pieces of wreckage 

from a car accident, embedded in the body/field of a woman with multiple sclerosis. In other cases, I “saw” 

structures in the client’s field that seemed to represent a significant past-life. Each of these unusual experienc-

es began with the imagery of light moving into the client’s third eye, body and field.  

 Parapsychologists have made a similar observation regarding imagery and psi. Taylor (2005) notes 

that, “imagery-conducive situations…appear to facilitate psi functioning.” Some gifted psychics enter a psi-

conducive state by focusing their attention on an internal image (e.g., yellow rose) or an experience (e.g., 

peace, joy), and then discarding that image/experience once the mind has become quiet. Then it is a matter of 

waiting for psi-mediated impressions to emerge in the consciousness (White, 1964). Stanford (1977) notes that 

this technique is similar to the yogic meditation of Patanjali where ‘stilling of the mind’ is achieved by intense 

concentration on an image, followed by letting go of the image, with psychic powers developing over time. So 

it seems possible that Healing Touch practitioners, by concentrating on certain images during healing sessions, 

are stilling their minds and creating a psi-conducive state, leading to the perception of extrasensory infor-

mation.   

 Developing healing power. Janet Mentgen, founder of Healing Touch, observed that beginning stu-

dents (Level 1), “can’t hold the charge yet” (Wardell, 2000). What is this “charge” and how does it develop? 

In a landmark study, Green et al. (1991) observed surges in healer body-potential during non-touch energy 

healing. The authors theorized that energy healing involves a charge buildup in the healer’s body, followed by 

an emission of charge. In a further analysis of these results, physicist William Tiller concluded that, “training 

and practice develop in the healer a somewhat automatic internal power buildup that discharges periodically 

and generates a very large electrical voltage pulse in the physical body” (Tiller et al., 1995). Some of the sen-

sations reported by the healers in the present study, including prickly sensations in their hands, blue light 

streaming from their fingertips, and sparks while touching their clients, may be due to electrostatic forces. As 
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further evidence for electrostatic charge buildup during healing sessions, one practitioner who often works 

with surgical patients during Pre-Op and Post-Op noted that, “my energy work often interferes with the elec-

tronic monitoring equipment creating artifacts”. I can reliably detect this healer charge-discharge process dur-

ing Healing Touch using a sensitive magnetometer placed in the room near to the healer-client pair (Moga, 

2014a, b). In my experiments recording magnetic field activity with different levels of HT students and practi-

tioners, it appears that the ability to “hold charge” begins for some students at HT Level 3, and for others, HT 

Level 4. In HT education, Levels 3 and 4 are the point where students are taught two powerful meditations, 

namely the Hara Alignment Meditation and the Etheric Vitality Meditation, which are thought to increase 

healer power and energy flow.  

 The Hara Alignment Meditation is rather complex. It begins with the healer visualizing a column of 

light through the central core of their body, opening a channel between Heaven and Earth, and then spinning 

each of their chakras from Base chakra to Crown chakra, to energize their subtle body, and finally, expanding 

the Light in the “core star” centrally located within their body outwards to fill their own biofield. The Etheric 

Vitality Meditation is simpler: Imagining Light of different colors spinning through different chakra regions of 

the healer’s body, clearing and energizing the healer’s body in preparation for energy flow. With these medita-

tions, the voltage potential of the healer’s body seems to increase, but this has not been directly measured. In 

one particularly memorable session, I did the Hara Alignment Meditation while giving a client Healing Touch. 

 As I moved my hands from position to position, sparks emitted from my hands to the client’s body. 

The client, needless to say, was aware of the electrical sparking, and so I inwardly asked for a less painful 

manifestation of the energy, which then shifted to heat, rather than sparks. More often, I do the Hara Align-

ment Meditation when I need to “amp up” my energy quickly for an acute condition, such as pain. Many heal-

ers are hesitant to do these meditations and the accompanying Level 3 interventions in a first session with a 

client, precisely because they are powerful – they do not want to move too much energy and/or overwhelm the 

client. Similar meditations are found in other healing practices and lineages (e.g., Therapeutic Touch, Nervous 

System Energy Work), with the purpose of building ‘power’ and increasing energy for healing. Light imagery 

is a common element in these meditations, and may be key to understanding their effectiveness. In support of 

this possibility, Dotta et al. (2012) observed significant increases in photon emission (“biophotons”) from the 

brains of volunteers given the instruction to “visualize white light.”   

 In conclusion, healer exceptional experiences provide a rich foundation for understanding the healing 

process and healer development. As part of healer development, practitioners and students should be encour-

aged to pay attention to their mental imagery and subtle bodily sensations (i.e., preconscious material), in or-

der to develop experiential skill in detecting weak sensory and extrasensory cues (Carpenter, 2012). The im-

portance of exceptional experiences also needs to be emphasized in the healer community. According to White 

(1997), where these experiences are accepted and honored, they become exceptional human experiences 

(EHEs), with the potential for transformative change in the experiencer and realization of one’s true human 

potential.  

 

Limitations 

 

 The findings of this study need to be considered in light of several limitations. Despite widespread re-

cruitment in the HT community, the number of volunteers who participated in this study was relatively few. 

As this was a convenience sample, participants who volunteered for this study may have been more motivated 

or confident in their HT practice, and hence, may have had more frequent or different experiences from the 

average HT practitioner or student. As another possible limitation, the questions were grouped by type of sen-

sation, which allowed the respondents to make comparisons between particular sensations as they took the sur-

vey. An alternative method, interweaving questions about different senses throughout the survey, may have 

led to a different result. Finally, the Likert responses may not match actual experience frequency, as these re-
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sponses are based on the memory, deliberation and judgement of the respondent as to which experiences were 

most frequent. A more time-consuming, but possibly, more accurate appraisal of exceptional experience fre-

quency, would require examining detailed write-ups of actual HT sessions.  
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 “A painted ship upon a painted ocean” is one of those lines of poetry that has stuck in my head from 

school days. Fragments of poems, stories, words and phrases, my own and others, are continually floating 

through and around in the soup of my mind. I've learned to treasure those times when there's deep silence and 

stillness and no mental chatter between me and the world.  

 I spent a morning at Newcastle Beach enraptured by the magnificence of clouds and ocean merging 

into skycolours that seemed to praise and honour the day with their beauty. Sometimes, if we're lucky, we're so 

blessed by days such as this that we lose ourselves for brief, bright moments when our conscious minds be-

come silent and we're left with eyes wide open and mouth agape at the splendour of our world.  

 In Coleridge's poem, “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner,” a sailor shoots with his cross-bow the alba-

tross that has lead his ship out of an ice flow in the Antarctic. Nature spirits punish his transgression by be-

calming the ship in unchartered waters near the Equator.  

 

Day after day, day after day,  

We stuck, nor breath nor motion;  

As idle as a painted ship  

Upon a painted ocean. 

 

 The mariner is punished by the crew and forced to wear the albatross around his neck. The image has 

become part of our English language and to have an “albatross around one's neck” is a phrase referring to a 

A Painted Ship upon a Painted Ocean 

Karen Adler 
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heavy burden of guilt that becomes an obstacle to success.   

 As an art therapist, I've worked with people who've been attempting to wrest their lives back from seri-

ous addictions to drugs and/or alcohol. Many have spent most of their lives in addiction, often as a result of 

trauma in childhood or in later life. Most have to work hard to rise above the shame of their addiction and most 

unwittingly wear an albatross around their necks because of the damage they've inflicted upon themselves and 

others.  

 Working with the arts is a way to transcend - even if only for brief moments - the shame and guilt that 

almost inevitably comes with addiction. Photography, in particular, has the capacity to freeze moments in time, 

to bring us out of ourselves and into the world. It has the language which reflects our return to emotional and 

mental health after a long and difficult journey where we may feel cursed by the Gods - we regain perspective, 

we refocus, we're able to see the bigger picture and we put ourselves back into the picture of our lives.  

 Art is forgiving in that it bestows its healing gifts on all of us, without judgement. Art enables many 

people to become unstuck from patterns of self-destructiveness or self-loathing and regain their place in their 

own lives and in the world. It enables people to come home to themselves - as did the Ancient Mariner eventu-

ally come in sight of his homeland where he told his tale as a cautionary one to others lest they befall the same 

fate as he.  

 I've worked with people who rediscover the pride they once had in themselves as human beings by be-

coming involved in an art form that enables them to become still and silent inside, to stop reliving the tortures 

of the past, of the wrongs done to and by them. They become more solid from the inside out, establishing a 

new sense of identity, one often built on the ruins and ashes of the past like a phoenix rising out of the devasta-

tion of their lives. 

 Movement is at the heart of the effectiveness of the arts in healing broken lives. The mind-body con-

nection is made more tangible, long-lost connections between current behaviour and past wounding become 

clear. Moving outside into the world with your camera to capture moments of beauty or humour or sadness or 

squalor enables us to be more aware of our internal world and the impact it has on how we perceive life, how 

we deal with people and situations.  

 I am often amazed at the connections my psyche makes, the images it chooses to work with, its wisdom 

and intelligence that are quite often impossible for me to discern on a conscious level. After my mother died, 

in an attempt to rid myself of the depression which had taken root in my life, I wrote a short story called Wind 

and Stuffing. The story spoke of how her death had taken the wind out of my sails and knocked the stuffing 

out of my father. The story was in the form of a journey from an outback mining town to my mother's grave 

that my father and I took together and how we found peace within us and between us. At the end of the story, I 

wrote about sensing the return of my mother's spirit, the return of her laughter which causes my sails to billow 

gently, a tiny breeze of hope wafting unseen into them, enabling me to set sail again. 

 

As eventually does the Ancient Mariner's painted ship upon the painted ocean set sail again. As do all our lives 

move forward once we cast aside the albatross which some of us carry around our necks. Being able to recog-

nise where we’re stuck, at which points we became frozen, rigid from fear or distrust, is a gift that art bestows 

- quite often as softly and silently as a breeze that billows our sails. 
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Oil on canvas, 90x54 cm, named “El Retorno de Ícaro” (the translation may be Icaro´s return), 2011 

 I was not aware that the image had some sort of personal "greek" connotations to me. I felt it somehow 
associated with Adriatic Sea, to a mythic time. But I don't realize it, until the friend who was taking me photos 
for the future painting -while I posed, said to me: "your hand lost its helenic gesture after some time maintain-
ing the physical effort in that position (waiting for the right shot of the camera) ". I got surprised when he told 
me that, not only because I never mentioned him it, but because I was not previously aware. I don't realized it 
was Icaro -until months later, because it had not wings. Several years before, when I was in the fifth year of 
medicine studies, I had my first personal crisis -with suicidal ideations that left me, after I wrote a suicidal 
note: a poem in which Icaro announces his own death -after understanding that his longings were not compati-
ble with this life. In the poem, Icaro used the coloured skies and his decorated wings as a symbol of his long-
ings. Lately I understood this was the same Icaro (some part of me) -which 30 years before sacrificed himself 
and his longings, in order I could make a demanding life as medicine student and surgeon practitioner, and 
who has returned -yet without his original wings , but bringing me a new opportunity to complete myself, re-
turning my life's purpose, and an expanded reality: that cat is my grandmother's cat -my best friend during 
childhood, that zone near the cat -like an entrance in the rocks is the access to a child dimension, that green 
and agitated Pacific Ocean (not the blue Adriatic, but my own sea) is the unexplored reality of my personal 
and collective unconscious, the own body of Icaro is not falling not rising –just materializing there, now, be-
tween different worlds, the profane and the spiritual ones. While painting this image and reading several 
Mircea Eliade and Karl Jung books, I regain for myself my lost spiritual beliefs, and I make up with the god –
whose creation I had previously cursed. 

 Years later I realized that in the second painting I was at sea level, and that in the third one I was in a 
submarine reality: that correlated with a time I used to have dreams and liminal states, from which I wrote po-
ems. That’s why I think, that view of the sea from the highs, also announces my encounter and future in-depth 
with the unconscious: in the second painting I included my wife with me, and some sort of death and reborn 

El Retorno de Ícaro  

Leonardo Rafael Mazzini  
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symbols, and in third painting I discovered archetypes symbols that Jung define as Center, Self, Sacred Cou-
ple, death and reborn processes. 
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evoke new realities. I continue painting and reading a lot about spirituality, neurosciences, and Jung.  
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 What is fascinating about mandalas is their capacity to express order and harmony among the seeming-
ly chaotic universe. Nevertheless, part of it will remain always as a mystery, which can be only gently touched 
when creating abstract art. As a cultural anthropology student I'm used to question everything – turn familiar 
into unfamiliar, make the unknown known. For me this philosophy is something to be applied not only on art 
or studies, but all areas of life. 
 

Kati Konkka 
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 In 2007 the Dutch Foundation “Het Johan Borgman Fonds” (HJBF) started the series of “Expert Meet-

ings on Clinical Parapsychology.” The concept of this series is that HJBF financially supports & organizes the 

meetings by doing all the back office work, catering and publications but that a local partner will host the 

event itself. The first Expert Meeting  in 2007  was held in Naarden, The Netherlands and was also hosted by 

the Dutch Foundation HJBF. At this first meeting there were twenty invited participants originating from eight 

different countries. The outcome of this meeting was published in 2012 as a book: Perspectives of Clinical 

Parapsychology: An Intro-

ductory Reader (Kramer, 

Bauer & Hövelmann, 

2012). This book is availa-

ble on the Internet for free 

download from the website 

of the HJBF. The second 

Expert Meeting was held in 

2010 in Freiburg, Germa-

ny, hosted by the counsel-

ling team of the Institut für 

Grenzgebiete der Psycholo-

gie und Psychohygiene 

(IGPP). The third meeting 

was hosted by the Institut 

Métapsychique International (IMI) in Paris, in 2012 (see Evrard, 2012). Again, twenty participants were there, 

originating from seven different countries. The 4th edition was held this year form May 26 – 27 and was hosted 

by Nicole Bauer at the Neue Universität of Heidelberg, Germany. Although originally also intended for 20 

participants, over thirty from six countries quickly joined this event and HJBF had to close the option for par-

ticipation because there was simply not enough space in the room and not enough timeslots in the program to 

make it possible for everybody to present. By reducing speaking time, all presenters were accommodated into 

the program.  

 The  topic of this fourth meeting was “The changing world, new media technologies and its influence 

on religious and exceptional experience.” This topic reflects the influence of modernity on exceptional experi-

ences and their clinical handling. Given the professional background of Nicole Bauer in both clinical psychol-

ogy and religious studies, it was logical that this meeting would primarily focus on a broader concept of reli-

gious & exceptional experiences in contrast to the previous three meetings. So this year did not encompas the 

traditional focus on psychological and clinical aspects of exceptional experiences but a much broader spectrum 

of topics which were covered by twelve presenters and the keynote speaker, Professor Dr. Hermes Kick.. 

 

Day 1 

 

 Eberhard Bauer (IGPP) started with a historical presentation regarding three attempts to capture psi 

Report of the 4th “International Expert Meeting” on Religious and  

Exceptional Experience 

Renaud Evrard 
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phenomena through video technologies, starting in 1927 with the extraordinary psychosomatic phenomena dis-

played by Eleanor Zugun. He also commented the historical context around the PK experiments of Nina Ku-

lagina and thought-photography by Ted Serios. IGPP’s rare archival material was of great quality, but lasted 

too long for a 20 minute talk. Bauer’s conclusion was that the audiovisual documentation of anomalous phe-

nomena was limited by elusiveness. Despite this scientific limit, they attracted a huge amount of interest 

among the cultural sphere. 

 I, Renaud Evrard (University of Lorraine), then described spontaneous experiences of after-death tele-

communications, i.e., when people report unexpected calls or SMS they attribute to deceased relatives. These 

phenomena were studied parapsychologically by D. Scott Rogo and Bayless (1980) and recently by Cooper 

(2012). Many commentators highlighted the posi-

tive aftereffects of these experiences on the be-

reavement process. I presented several French cas-

es described in the book of the sociologist Laurent 

Kasprowicz (2016) and discussed some issues in 

the counseling of such experiences and how to de-

velop a psychotherapy which doesn’t deteriorate 

the potential positive aftereffects of such experienc-

es. 

 The Protestant minister Piet van Veldhuizen 

(Hendrik Ido Ambacht) described his counseling 

activity with anomalous events of Dutch Protestant 

Church members, and his own numerous excep-

tional experiences. He gathered several short exam-

ples in his dairies since the summer of 2012. For 

each case, he compared the surnaturalist, the reduc-

tionist and the parapsychological hypotheses. This 

last one has his preference, as it gives a positive naturalist perspective that suggested a mystical unity as a 

common denominator of all of them. The Christian surnaturalist worldview appeared to him as an “enriched 

reductionism” which didn’t make church a “safe area” for the people distressed by their exceptional experienc-

es.  

 Erika A. Pratte, co-founder, editor, and owner of the Journal of Exceptional Experiences and Psycholo-

gy, and now a doctoral student at the University of Northampton, discussed the online counseling of exception-

al experiences. She presented general benefits and pitfalls of online counseling, and highlighted how some of 

them can be applied specifically with exceptional experiences. For instance, people may appreciate to stay 

anonymous when disclosing their peculiar experiences. Emails are more easily accessible and clients may find 

it comfortable to give a full testimony via email that helps the counselor. It’s a pity no practical case was ana-

lyzed. 

 Another doctoral student then took the stage. Eddie Dean, a Ph.D. student in theater at the University 

College Cork in Ireland, tried to apply psychology and parapsychology to performance, and the reverse, with a 

performative theory on paranormal beliefs. Much influenced by Peter Lamont and George Hansen’s works, but 

also by Richard Wiseman, he described how liminal conditions and transformations are common in both 

“play” and parapsychology. He stated that some paranormal manifestations blurred boundaries between true 

and false, that they are “make believe performances,” as much real as placebo effects. According to him, at-

tempts to measure paranormal effects are missing the point. We can’t have more evidence of psi than of love 

or luck, because this liminal state is resistant to quantification; psi is just useful for storytelling and meaning 

making, but this nonetheless produced a kind of reality, because it helps people change hemselves. He ended 

his very provocative talk by saying, as response to a question by Birgit Menzel that “suffering can be fun,” 
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something quite shocking for the religious ministers and clinicians in the audience. 

 We then welcomed the keynote speaker, Professor Hermes Kick, who gave a talk entitled, “Border Sit-

uation – Scientific Revolution – Artistic Crisis: Creativity and Identity in a Process-dynamic Approach.” An 

author of several influential books on therapeutic approaches, he is quite an important person from outside the 

parapsychological field. Because of other 

appointments, he was not present during the 

first day of the meeting, delivering a kind of 

“plug-and-play” keynote, but came back the 

following day because his serious interest in 

the topic. Dr. Kick approached exceptional 

experiences from a different angle than what 

is common within parapsychology. He de-

livered a theoretical framework based on 

Karl Jaspers’ concept of “border situation” 

and extended it to exceptional experiences. 

In various complex schemas, he attempted 

to describe how two antagonist tendencies – 

one objectivist and one subjectivist – are fighting together to provide the best understanding of these experi-

ences. He believed that art may provide a valuable integrative perspective between science and spirituality. 

 At the end of the day the program offered an interesting guided trip showing the very nice historical 

and old town of Heidelberg. Beginning with the “Tower of Witches” in the middle of the University’s garden, 

we ended an hour later at the “Students’ Prison.” 

 

Day 2 

 

 Between nine and noon, there were seven presentations. Most in-depth discussions afterwards were 

held at one of the many pubs nearby because all university buildings closed by one. Given the fact that it was a 

very warm and sunny day, nobody complained about this.    

 The first presentation of that day was given by the sociologist Gerhard Mayer (IGPP) who discussed 

sleep paralysis from various perspectives. He began with classical testimonies by Guy de Maupassant, Hem-

ingway, and Melville. Then he summed quantitative data about their occurrence in the general population, and 

showed cultural influences on it, as its prevalence is stronger in Japan. The basic understanding of sleep paral-

ysis is a superposition of generally dissociated processes, atony and dream imagery. When someone wakes up 

while his body is still atone, he feels problems with his respiration, pressure on his body, etc. Hallucinations in 

various sensorialities are experienced by 80% of the experients. This experience is very fear-laden, both in the 

moment and with later attempts to avoid or interpret it. Mayer mainly analyzed non-materialist and heterodox 

interpretations, and how cultural factors influenced their adoption. Indeed, in Japan, 98,4% of the students 

know what is sleep paralysis, and the main interpretation attributed sleep paralysis to both conventional neuro-

psychological disruption and to spiritual entities. But the intercultural differences are huge. The phenomena is 

less known in Germany, and medical experts are rarely contacted to treat them. Mayer has infiltrated a Face-

book support group of 750 members, and analyzed how people from various backgrounds try to help each oth-

er with these experiences. 

 The retired US Professor of religious studies, Erika Wilson, then tried to explain how “quantum philos-

ophy” provided a worldview that helps to integrate spiritual and paranormal experiences. She distinguished the 

quantum philosophy from the quantum physics which deals with scientific evidence. The philosophical side is, 

according to her, more a way to change our way of thinking. The “energy turn” changed the focus from struc-

tures to processes, from parts to whole, from entities to networks relationships… “Energy medicine,” “mirror 
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neurons,” “effects of compassion,” are some evidence of these trends. Wilson seemed to adhere to this soft 

worldview that made understandable all paranormal things. But the audience showed her how “energy” is a 

very bad metaphor for the processes involved in parapsychology. 

 The physicist and psychologist Walter von Lucadou, who leads the Parapsychologische Beratungsstelle 

in Freiburg, attempted to summarize his theoretical “Model of Pragmatic Information” in 20 minutes. No mira-

cles happened. It’s a pity because he is very experienced in the clinical practice of exceptional experiences and 

still has very creative ideas. The last one seems to approach this field with the notion of “embodiment disor-

der” instead of any references to the paranormal. His model assumes a continuum from purely psychosomatic 

disorders to poltergeist phenomena, because of the movability of the Cartesian cut between mind and body. In 

fact, our environment is an extension of us, and poltergeist cases may be understood as external psychosomatic 

reactions. 

 Another researcher from the IGPP, Liane Hofmann, made a short contribution describing the anthology 

she has recently directed (with Patrizia Heise): Spirituality and Spiritual Crises: A Handbook on Theory, Re-

search and Practice. This book was published in German in August 2016 and is probably the best scholarly 

approach of transpersonal psychology, with each chapter following a similar structure: definitions, prevalence, 

methodology, explicative models, clinical guidelines, etc. Contributors are mainly German, but famous re-

searchers, such as David Lukoff, also contributed. No English translation is currently foreseen.  

 Johannes Heim is a Jungian psychotherapist for children and adolescents. He described the treatment of 

a 10 year old boy affected by his parent’s divorce. Yet his father was convinced all his own misfortunes were 

caused by a curse thrown by his grandmother. Heim explored the occult roots of the intergenerational symp-

toms, and concluded that the psychological and the religious-mystical descriptions are two different languages 

for the same phenomenon. But then he wondered which kind of interventions he should provide. If rituals are 

applied to remove the curse, this should be done, according to him, outside the psychotherapy setting. The re-

sults may be quick but, because they maintain the defensive mechanism of externalization, they will not cope 

with the father’s feeling of self-inefficiency. With the psychotherapy, with and by the patient, his boundaries 

may be reinforced and, therefore, his self-efficiency might improve. Heim pointed out the possibility of an in-

ter-disciplinary cooperation between religious and psychotherapeutic approaches in order to help the patient 

who have both classical and non-classical appraisals of his symptoms.  

 The Nuernberg pastor, Ullrich Kleinhempel, presented the Internet as a “medium of accessing arcane 

medial realms.” He started with his childhood in South Africa which brought him direct contacts with indige-

nous practices. The comparison with current Western approach of mediumship made him state that some tradi-

tions have been reverted. Through the Internet, underground shamans give TedX talks, white mediums become 

stars, etc. The functions of mediumship seems quite perverted by new medias. Kleinhempel’s talk was difficult 

to follow because of the richness of his view, badly supported by dozens of slides full of text and passed at full 

speed. 

 The last presentation of this meeting  was given in German – for English only participants a simultane-

ous translation by Beate Brehm was available at the backrow of the room-  by Sarah Pohl, counselor in the ser-

vice directed by Walter von Lucadou. She attempted to address through many channels the topic of the con-

vention. She began with a “new” paranormal experience which became viral because of the Internet. Several 

people published pictures of precise geometric forms that appeared spontaneously on their skin, for instance, 

during the night. When someone has something similar, Google guides him/her to several forums where these 

forms are discussed. There is a kind of self-help community for paranormal experiences which provide alterna-

tive explanations (like alien manipulations). This network of alternative offers are attractive for new genera-

tions, who have more affinity with telecommunication technologies. All taboo topics are discussed somewhere 

on the World Wide Web. Fake information are also increasing, but they are sometimes treated as creative chal-

lenges. For instance, beautiful realistic pictures of mermaids can now be found on various websites. The scien-

tific value of this material is often not the priority. The clinical practice with exceptional experiences has to 
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integrate these new trends, but keep the traditional exploration of biographical data, own interpretations and 

emotional responses of the client. Even if the counseling service developed his/her own hypothesis of this stig-

ma phenomena (along the embodiment disorder continuum introduced by von Lucadou), the counselor has to 

work with the meaning which is the more adaptive according to the client’s perspective. A door is still opened 

for alternative explanations, and symbolic and cultural aspects are taken into account.  

 

Conclusion 

 

 This meeting focused on a very modern topic, which made it very refreshing. It was not restrained only 

to classical categories of parapsychology but extended to the experiences in religious and spiritual contexts. Its 

interdisciplinarity was very instructive and stimulating. 

 My regrets are associated with the new direction taken by this edition, comparatively to previous ones. 

The series of Expert-Meetings developed something different from usual anomalistic conventions: few clini-

cians – who are usually isolated from each other – are put in a room during two days and discuss at length 

practical cases around this very rare clinical practice. I had the opportunity to learn so much there! Compara-

tively, this convention was too theoretical (so few clinical cases), more like a research convention than an ex-

pert meeting (short discussions if any, a keynote speaker as an outsider…). It’s clear that exceptional experi-

ences are becoming a more and more important topic which should be discussed from various perspectives and 

within a multi professional setting. Especially young professionals confronted in their clinical practice with 

exceptional experiences need these multi-perspectives approach and exchange of thoughts and counseling 

techniques. As it was intended by the organizers, this was a different meeting than the three earlier editions. By 

not primarily focusing on clinical practice, it had a different objective, but it was very pleasant in its own 

sense. 

 Last point, HJBF’s very nice work on this event allows to find online all slideshows of the talks at 

www.hetjohanborgmanfonds.nl.  
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 Spiritualism, the American-born religion, attempts to demon-

strate through the intercession of a medium that death is not the end, 

but a transition. I first became aware of Spiritualism as a teenager, 

after my cousin received a reading from a medium who revealed a 

secret about my grandfather’s death that proved to be true. Since 

then, I have been deeply curious about how a total stranger could 

have learned something my family had kept confidential. 

 In 2001, I began photographing at the place where my grand-

father’s message was received: Lily Dale, New York, the town 

which is home to the world’s larg-

est Spiritualist community. I quickly immersed myself in Lily Dale’s world, 

receiving readings, experiencing healings, joining in séances, attending a psy-

chic college and sitting in a medium’s cabinet, always with my camera. I ex-

pected to spend one summer figuring out the tricks of the Spiritualist trade. 

Instead, Spiritualism’s mysterious processes, earnest practitioners, surprising 

cultural history and bizarre photographic past became a resource and an inspi-

ration for my own work. I began a sixteen-year quest to document contempo-

rary Spiritualism and to find and photograph ‘ectoplasm’ – the elusive sub-

stance that is said to be both spiritual and material.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 Photographing Spiritualism presents a unique challenge: how do you 

photograph the invisible? Sitting in the charged atmospheres of the séance 

rooms I encountered, I wondered how to approach the exchange between a 

veiled presence and a visible body? Technical mistakes led me to explore the 

inher-

ent imperfections within the photographic 

process. Unpredictable elements (blur, ab-

straction, motion, flare) seemed to insinu-

ate, or refer to, the unseen. I began to use 

conventions that are considered wrong, 

messy, or ‘tricky’. I crossed the boundary 

of what is commonly considered unprofes-

sional in the practice of photography: I 

invited anomaly. In playing with the pro-

cess, the invisible was automated. My 

camera rendered some striking synchro-

Séance: Spiritualist Ritual and the Search for Ectoplasm  

Shannon Taggart 

 

Table-Tipping Workshop at Rev. Jane’s House, Erie, 

Pennsylvania, 2014.  

First Photo Anomaly—Dorothy with a purple 

orb that she interprets as her deceased hus-

band Bob’s presence, Lily Dale, New York, 

2001.  

Physical medium Kevin Lawrenson in trance, Montcabirol Center for Physical Mediumship, Mirepoix, 

France, 2014.  
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nicities. The resulting images consider the conjuring power of photography itself. I include these pictures that 

use photography’s own mechanisms to question spiritual realities: photographs that contain both mechanical 

and spiritual explanations and require an interpretation. 

 My 16-yearlong project on Spiritualism is now being published as a 350-page, full color book that will 

merge ethnographic study, journalism and art. My images will be contextualized by interviews, text and a vari-

ety of historical material that will highlight Spiritualism’s surprising connections to nineteenth-century social 

reform, scientific inquiry, artistic practice and popular culture.  Ultimately, this work seeks to amplify the re-

flexive relationship between Spiritualism and photography and to explore the ideological, material, geograph-

ical, historical and metaphysical correspondences between the two.  

 Séance: Spiritualist Ritual and the Search for Ectoplasm – is available for pre-sale now at https://

unbound.com/books/seance-spiritualist.  Every person who supports this campaign by pre-purchasing this first 

edition will be listed as a patron in 

the book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fifth-generation medium Gretchen 

Clark laughs as her deceased brother 

interrupts a reading to tell her a 

joke, Lily Dale, New York, 2001.  

Physical medium 
Kevin Lawrenson 
does a spiritual 

healing, Montcabi-
rol Center for 
Physical Medi-

umship, Mirepoix, 
France, 2014. 
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Medium Sylvia Howarth creates spirit art in the dark, Reeth, England, 
2013. 

Bent spoon apport from medium Anders Akesson, 

Reeth, England, 2013.  

Rev. Jean heals Jennifer, the Healing Temple, Lily Dale, New York, 

2003.  Medium’s cabinet, Montcabirol Center for Physi-
cal Mediumship, Mirepoix, France, 2014. 
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Healing table, Montcabirol Center for Physical Mediumship, Mirepoix, France, 
2014. 
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